
First Last Organization Topic Summary Interviewer Show Date 13:00 60min
Layidua Salazar Gender/SexualityRoe versus Wade is overturned, with big implications for women in the US and politics going forwardDavey D Hard Knock Radio 6/24/2022 12:00 30min
Tim Wise Race/Ethnicity Talking about the effect of racial discrimination on the groups who organize discrimination, the so-called "psychological wage."Salima HamiraniMaking Contact 6/28/2022 16:00 60min
Bill Duke Race/Ethnicity Today on Sojourner Truth, author, award winning actor and filmmaker Bill Duke joins us to discuss Dark Girls, a companion book to his 2012 documentary exploring the impact of color, the phenomena known as colorism within communities of color and in society.Margaret PrescodSojourner Truth 6/29/2022 12:00 30min
Valentin Lopez Amah Mutsun Tribal Band Race/Ethnicity Indigenous resistance against extractivism and the forces behind climate changeSalima HamiraniMaking Contact 7/6/2022 16:00 60min
William Barber The Mass Poor People's & Low-Wage Workers' AssemblyLabor/EconomyThere are 140 million poor and low-income people in the U.S., internationally there are many many more. Every day, poverty takes an enormous toll on all who experience it. The economic and social costs of poverty and the injustices of systemic racism, militarism and ecological devastation are unsustainable. Yet billions of dollars continue to be allocated to U.S. involvement in foreign wars and destabilization abroad. The U.S. has the wealth to end to these interlocking issues so why why isn't ending poverty a priority for U.S. policymakers?Margaret PrescodSojourner Truth 7/7/2022 13:00 60min
Ray Green Freedom Block Law/Justice The Uvalde mass shooting against brings topics of gun control, mental health, and social dynamics to the fore of the conversation in the United StatesDavey D Hard Knock Radio 7/8/2022 12:30 30min
Chip Gibbons Law/Justice Speaking about the Julian Assange case and its continued relevance to civil liberties and political understanding in the United StatesJanine Jackson Counterspin 7/13/2022 12:30 30min
Preston Mitchum Law/Justice Speaking about reproductive justice. The recent developments with the Supreme Court and ideas for what could happen next and what we can do about it.Janine Jackson Counterspin 7/20/2022 12:00 30min
Maurice Bailey Save Our Legacy Environment As climate change melts the polar ice caps and raises sea levels, how will we adapt? We visit two locations: On Sapelo Island Georgia, the last remaining Gullah Geechee community fights to save their ancestral lands from the flood waters. Instead of leaving their land, or building a giant sea wall, they've chosen to use oysters to create what's called a living shoreline. We take a look at how they're built and if they're working. Meanwhile, in New York, the Army Corps wants to construct seagates to protect the city from another Hurricane Sandy. But, the gates could have massive ecological repercussions and, they might not even work. Scientists think there's a better way to work with the local ecology and protect residents.Salima HamiraniMaking Contact 7/20/2022 12:30 30min
Vivek Shandas Environment Talking about about extreme heat phenomena throughout the world and implications for people's health and agricultureJanine Jackson Counterspin 8/2/2022 12:00 30min
Augustine Tang Labor/EconomyHunger striker surrounding the debt crisis among Taxi DriversSalima HamiraniMaking Contact 8/3/2022 16:00 60min
Richard Trumka AFL-CIO Labor/EconomyToday on Sojourner Truth we honor the life and legacy of Richard Trumka, President of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations, known simply as the AFL-CIO.Margaret PrescodSojourner Truth 8/9/2022 12:30 30min
Joe Torres Race/Ethnicity Speaking about the history of racial discrimination and physical violence associated with same within the United States of AmericaJanine Jackson Counterspin 8/10/2022 12:30 30min
Karl Grossman Law/Justice Speaking about the chances of a conflict to erupt with nuclear weapons, and what factors may bring us to that pointJanine Jackson Counterspin 8/17/2022 12:00 30min
Mariah Gladstone Indigikitchen Race/Ethnicity Knowledge and implications of indigenous food, as it interties with climate, culture, and nutritionSalima HamiraniMaking Contact 8/17/2022 16:00 60min
Coumba Toure Africans Rising Race/Ethnicity We bring you voices of women from the Continent. Women from Africans Rising hosted a webinar entitled, "Africa's Post COVID-19 Economic Recovery: A Feminist Perspective." Africans Rising is a grassroots movement based on the Continent of people and organizations working for peace, justice and dignity. The women gave an analysis of the failure of the liberal economic model, including a critique of imposed capitalist approaches to African economies. They said for capitalism to be a success, someone has to suffer.Margaret PrescodSojourner Truth 8/25/2022 13:00 60min
Ann Garrison Race/Ethnicity Speaking about Ethiopia and it's ongoing economic issues and conflicts in its region, justice concerns of the people in the countryDavey D Hard Knock Radio 9/1/2022 16:00 60min
Clint Hisey Labor/EconomyWe continue with Volume 2 of our Conversations in Illinois series with our guest for the hour, farmer Clint Hisey who recounts odd jobs he has had to take for survival while understanding their impact on the land and the depletion of nutrients on the soil.Margaret PrescodSojourner Truth 9/7/2022 13:00 60min
Tina Wright Law/Justice Davey D speaks with Tina Bell Wright about organizing and community building.Davey D Hard Knock Radio 9/8/2022 13:00 60min
Cesar Lagleva Law/Justice Davey D speaks with community organizer Cesar Lagleva about police terrorism in San RafaelDavey D Hard Knock Radio 9/14/2022 Time Length


